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Together we
make it matter

Today, most of us all know the correlation between a variable 

working posture and a healthy work environment and the traditional 

ways of working are facing great challenges. The next generation 

sit/stand workstations from EFG offer a complete, flexible solution 

for any modern office. The table is stable, quiet and set to work with 

new, intelligent technology creating the best possible conditions for 

achieving a functional work environment.

Our selection of practical, sound-absorbent EFG Tab 

desk screens add peace and quiet as well as integrity to the 

workplace. EFG Add is our latest release; a collection of smart 

accessories developed to create an efficient, personal and 

welcoming atmosphere. The office of the future is about 

balancing productivity and well-being. Together we create 

smart and sound solutions for your workplace. 

TOGETHER WE CREATE 
SMART AND SOUND 

WORKPLACES OF THE FUTURE



EFG ACTIVE ∙ EFG TAB ∙ EFG ADD

SLIDING TOP PREPARED 
FOR NEW 
TECHNOLOGYINTEGRATED 

SOCKETS IN TABLE TOP
EFG ADD
STACK KIT

PROGRAMMABLE 
HAND CONTROL

SILENT

EFG ADD
PAPER KIT

SAY HELLO TO 
A SMARTER WAY 
OF WORKING

In this day and age, a flexible interior solution goes way 

beyond offering a practical and pretty design to the office. 

It must also contribute to a healthier work environment as 

we’re becoming more aware of the benefits from working 

standing up. A first step forward is to invest in a flexible 

sit/stand table fitted with new technique that monitors 

who is using the table. This is particularly important at 

activity based workplaces with shared workstations.



FIND AN AVAILABLE 

SEAT FAST AND EASY   

Let an integrated booking system solve your 

logistics problems and offer a much needed 

overview of the premises. The system is also 

a way to efficiently locate your colleagues 

during the day.

RAISE AND LOWER THE TABLE WIT-

HOUT DISTURBANCE 

EFG Active is delivered with exceptionally 

silent motors to minimize noise levels in 

the open office. The programmable hand 

control is fitted on the table allowing you 

to easily create five different, pre-program-

med positions.

PRACTICAL AND NEAT 

EFG Active can be ordered with a sliding 

top that gives you access to the power 

outlets in conveniently located cable trays 

underneath the table. Integrated outlets 

in the table top simplifies your daily needs 

to charge everything from smart phones 

to tablets.

KEEP AN EYE ON YOUR HEALTH  

An app in your smart phone or laptop allows 

your desk to register any level changes and 

remind you to vary your working position 

during the day. The app also lets you control 

the built-in power sockets so you can turn off 

the lights or the computer screen when you 

leave, at the push of a button.

A FUTURE PROOF TABLE 
THAT KNOWS YOU BETTER 
THAN YOU DO

The work table EFG Active is fitted with the very latest 
technology where intuitive functions offer integrated 
solutions based on two primary needs – a sound work 
environment for the individual and an effective activity 
based office.

By activating an intelligent module you are free to build the table just as 

smart as your needs require it to be. For instance, you might use an app 

on your tablet or smart phone to remind you when it’s time to stand up 

and work for a while. Are you working at an activity based office, an inte-

grated booking system may show you the next available workstation. 

Your selected desk will then access your stored profile through your 

laptop, tablet or smart phone and adjust itself according to your specific 

way of working.



BUILD INTEGRITY 
AND PERSONALITY 
WITH EFG ADD AND 
EFG TAB

Handling noise levels in an open office is absolutely vital for 

peace of mind at work. The sound absorbing EFG Tab desk 

screen allows you to create a workstation that meets to your 

individual activities and needs for privacy. The screen aside, 

you might also want to add a function list to free up some 

more desk space or a sliding table top to facilitate cable 

management and open up for more accessible power outlets 

for charging your smart phone etc. 

Don’t forget to include EFG Add – our series of smart and 

practical accessories especially developed to add a personal 

touch to your workstation. Here is everything you need to work 

as efficiently and organized as possible. From memo boards 

and paper holders to mirrors, hangers, shelves and cable trays. 

Most of the accessories are simply hung across the edge of the 

screen and may be moved around or brought along to the 

next workstation without leaving a mark.

For more information and color/material selections 
for EFG Tab: http://www.efg.info/Products

EFG ACTIVE ∙ EFG TAB ∙ EFG ADD

EFG ADD
BUTLER KIT

EFG ADD
HOOK KIT

EFG ADD
MEMO KIT

EFG ADD
MIRROR KIT

EFG TAB
SCREEN



ACCESSORIES THAT 
COMPLETE YOUR WORKPLACE WELCOMING features all of the accessories necessary to get your workstation up and 

running. SHARING is a set of accessories that facilitate the use of common office areas 

where people gather to share thoughts and know-how. ORGANIZING contains the basic 

accessories you need to get your workstation organized.
To guide you through the EFG Add assortment, we’ve created three sub categories 

of accessories, all with an efficient and structured workplace in mind.

ASSORTMENT KIT

EFG ADD COAT HANGER 
KIT ROUND OR SQUARE 
EFG Add Base
2 x EFG Add Coat Hanger
4 x EFG Add Hook

EFG ADD MIRROR KIT 
ROUND OR SQUARE 
EFG Add Base
EFG Add Mirror
EFG Add Hook

EFG ADD NAMETAG KIT
ROUND OR SQUARE 
5 x EFG Add Nametag

EFG ADD HOOK KIT 
8 x EFG Add Hook
EFG Add Base

WELCOMING KIT

SHARING KIT

EFG ADD NOTEBOARD KIT 
ROUND OR SQUARE 
EFG Add Base
EFG Add Noteboard
Whiteboard Pen Kit

EFG ADD MAGAZINE HOLDER KIT 
ROUND OR SQUARE 
EFG Add Base
4 x EFG Add Magazine Holder
4 x EFG Add Hook

EFG ADD SHELF KIT 
EFG Add Shelf
EFG Add Geometics

EFG ADD MEMO KIT 
ROUND OR SQUARE 
EFG Add Base
EFG Add Memo
EFG Add Hook
EFG Add Pentray
Whiteboard Pen Kit 
EFG Add Pin Kit

EFG ADD PAPER KIT 
ROUND OR SQUARE 
EFG Add Base
EFG Add Holder
EFG Add Hook
EFG Add Pentray

EFG ADD BUTLER KIT 
EFG Add Butler
EFG Add Geometics

EFG ADD CABELTRAY 
EFG Add Cabletray

EFG ADD STACK KIT 

ORGANIZING KIT



STANDARD FINISHES 
DESK FRAMES

METALL ∙ Z4 WHITEMETAL ∙ 26 DARK GREY 
METALLIC STRUCTURE

METAL ∙ 24 BLACK METAL ∙ 62 SILVER

METALL ∙ 90 CHROME

STANDARD FINISHES 
TABLE TOP

MFC ∙ MB NATURAL BIRCH MFC ∙ ME NATURAL OAK

MFC ∙ M6 BRIGHT GREY

MFC ∙ MR NATURAL BEECH HPL ∙ HV WHITE

MFC ∙ MV WHITE MFC ∙ MA ANTRACITE

WOOD ∙ R5 NATURAL BEECHWOOD ∙ B5 NATURAL BIRCH

MATERIAL OPTIONS
When you choose EFG Workstations for your interior solutions, we offer a number of 

standard colors, material and surfaces for you to experiment with. A perfect opportunity 

to create a really personal atmosphere at the office.

STANDARD FINISHES 
METAL ITEMS

STANDARD FINISHES 
GEOMETRICS

STANDARD FINISHES 
WOODEN INLAY EFG ADD BUTLER

METAL ∙ 56 PLUM  
For selected items

METAL ∙ 54 GREY 
For selected items 

METAL ∙ 26 DARK GREY 
For cable trays

METAL ∙ 55 MINT GREEN ∙ For selected items

WOOD ∙ MINT GREEN WOOD ∙ B1 NATURAL BIRCHWOOD ∙ YELLOW

WOOD ∙ A1 NATURAL ASH

STANDARD FINISH 
NAME TAG

STANDARD FINISH 
MEMO BOARD

METAL ∙ 53 WHITE

CORK

WOOD ∙ A2 ASH WHITE 2%

LINOLEUM ∙ 
D4 BLACK NERO



EFG European Furniture Group is a 

leading European supplier of flexible 

interior solutions for offices and 

public environments with added 

values that build image and increase 

performance. EFG meets unique 

demands and needs by offering a 

complete range of furniture with 

design, sustainability and flexibility in 

focus. EFG is represented all over 

Sweden and in major parts of Europe.

www.efg.info


